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We deduce conditions for additive periodicity of the Sprague]Grundy function
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1. INTRODUCTION
Impartial games are deterministic two-persons games, where
v each player has full information of the state of the game,
v alternatingly, the players have to choose exactly one move,
v the set of admissible moves depends only on the current game
position,
v the game ends, if a player, then called the loser, is forced to break
the rules.
They include the so-called Nim games, and a wide range of research has
w xbeen devoted to these games 1 . Mostly, the number of options to move
from the current game position into a new position is finite, and exactly
one of these options has to be chosen. In many instances, each game
position can be characterized by a number i g N or, more flexibly, a0
 .finite list i , i , . . . , i of such numbers and, from move to move, this1 2 k
number will be decreased in the case of a list of numbers, a lexicographi-
.cally smaller list is generated . The aim of the game is to force the
opponent into a position without any option to move. The ``value'' of any
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given position in such a game can be evaluated by the so-called
w xSprague]Grundy function, invented independently by Sprague 9 and
w xGrundy 5 in order to compute the winning positions of a combination of
Nim games which are to be played simultaneously.
w xLet us take a look at Wythoff's Game 10 , which is a typical example of
an impartial game: A position is described by two numbers i, j g N which0
can be interpreted as the respective sizes of two given heaps of pebbles.
The rule states that the player who is to move has to choose any number
n g N not exceeding the size of either one or both heaps of pebbles and to
decrease, by this value, either this or both heaps, respectively. If there are
no more pebbles left, no valid number exists; so the game ends, and the
player who is to move has lost. The positions occurring in this game can
 . 2simply be identified with pairs of numbers i, j g N . For any given0
 .  . 2position i, j , the possible successor positions are all pairs i9, j9 g N0
with i9 s i and j9 - j, or j9 s j and i9 - i, or 0 - i y i9 s j y j9. In other
words, all positions in the horizontal, the vertical, or the diagonal direction
 .  .from i, j towards the origin 0, 0 are valid successor positions.
More generally, Nim games can be encoded by directed graphs
G s V , E : V = V , 1 .  .
with V s V representing the set of all possible positions associated with aG
given game and
s ¨ s s ¨ [ w g V ¨ , w g E 2 4 .  .  .  .G
representing the set of positions w g V to which a player starting at
 .position ¨ g V is allowed to move. Given such a graph G s V, E , a
Sprague]Grundy function for G is any map g : V ª N for which0
g ¨ s min N _ g w w g s ¨ 3 .  .  .  . 40 G
holds for every ¨ g V.
Remark 1. Clearly, in this definition, it is not necessary to restrict
oneself to considering maps from V into N ; indeed, we can always replace0
N by any well-ordered set V, and by choosing V large enough, we may be0
able to define Sprague]Grundy functions for graphs G for which a
Sprague]Grundy function with values in N might not exist. Yet, in the0
present context, this generalization}attractive as it might be in other
 w x.contexts cf. 1, 3 }will not be of much interest.
Clearly, for arbitrary directed graphs, there may be none or many
Sprague]Grundy functions}consider, for instance, the graphs
G [ Z, i , j g Z = Z i F j y 1 4 . .0
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or
G [ Z, i , j g Z = Z i s j y 1 4 . .1
}and it might be an interesting problem to characterize all directed
graphs with none, or at least two, or even infinitely many Sprague]Grundy
functions.
 .  .Yet, for directed graphs G s V, E with as ¨ - ` for all ¨ g V andG
 . N0with no forward-infinite path, that is, no sequence ¨ , ¨ , . . . g V with0 1
 .¨ , ¨ g E for all i g N, the defining property of Sprague]Grundyiy1 i
functions turns into a well-formed recursive definition and, hence, has a
unique solution g which in that case is also called the Sprague]Grundy
function of G and denoted by g . This is most easily seen by noting that aG
 .directed graph G s V, E satisfies the above two conditions if and only if,
for each ¨ g V, the set
sq ¨ s sq ¨ .  .G
 4[ w g V N 'n g N '¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V ; i g 1, 2, . . . , n : 0 1 n
¨ , ¨ g E, ¨ s ¨ , ¨ s w 44 .  .iy1 i 0 n
that is, the set of all w g V which are ``within reach'' in G from ¨
 .or}equivalently}the intersection of all subsets W of V containing s ¨
 .and containing s w for every w g W and, hence, the smallest such
.subset is finite and does not contain ¨ , which in turn is equivalent to
; ¨ , w g E: asq w - asq ¨ - `. 5 .  .  .  .
We will henceforth refer to such forward-finite and locally finite graphs
as sq-finite graphs. Obviously, the graph
2 2 2F [ N , i , j , i9, j9 g N = N i y i9, j y j9 .  .  .  . 0 0 0
g RowColumnDiagonal 6 .4 .
with
RowColumnDiagonal [ n , 0 , 0, n , n , n n g N 7 4 .  .  .  .
associated to Wythoff's Game is a sq-finite graph, and we have
; i , j g N : asq i , j s i q 1 j q 1 y 1. 8 .  .  .  .0 F
Considering the Sprague]Grundy function g of a sq-finite graphG
 .G s V, E , a value 0 indicates a losing position for the associated game,
while any positive value indicates a winning position. The general aim is
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TABLE 1
The First Few Values of the Sprague]Grundy Function of Wythoff's Game
j: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ???
i
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ???
1 1 2 0 4 5 3 7 8 6 10 11 9 13 14 12 ???
2 2 0 1 5 3 4 8 6 7 11 9 10 14 12 13 ???
3 3 4 5 6 2 0 1 9 10 12 8 7 15 11 16 ???
4 4 5 3 2 7 6 9 0 1 8 13 12 11 16 15 ???
5 5 3 4 0 6 8 10 1 2 7 12 14 9 15 17 ???
6 6 7 8 1 9 10 3 4 5 13 0 2 16 17 18 ???
7 7 8 6 9 0 1 4 5 3 14 15 13 17 2 10 ???
8 8 6 7 10 1 2 5 3 4 15 16 17 18 0 9 ???
9 9 10 11 12 8 7 13 14 15 16 17 6 19 5 1 ???
10 10 11 9 8 13 12 0 15 16 17 14 18 7 6 2 ???
11 11 9 10 7 12 14 2 13 17 6 18 15 8 19 20 ???
12 12 13 14 15 11 9 16 17 18 19 7 8 10 20 21 ???
13 13 14 12 11 16 15 17 2 0 5 6 19 20 9 7 ???
14 14 12 13 16 15 17 18 10 9 1 2 20 21 7 11 ???
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
now to describe as simply as possible, for any given ¨ g V, the value of
 . g ¨ see Table 1 for the first 14 = 14 Sprague]Grundy values ofG
.  .Wythoff's Game . The values of g ¨ could be described most elegantlyG
if there would exist a closed formula for this function. If this is not the
case}as it seems to be for most Nim games similar to Wythoff's
Game}the next most promising case appears if this function is somehow
periodic. Then we only need to keep in mind a finite number of values,
e.g., we may put them into a lookup-table, and then can calculate quickly
any desired value of g .G
A careful analysis of the rows or columns}by obvious reasons of
.symmetry, rows and columns behave the same way of the infinite matrix
g i , j [ g i , j 9 .  .  . .  .i , jgN i , jgNF0 0
of the g-values in Wythoff's Game, reveals that they are not periodic, yet
exhibit}at least in the first few rows}a certain kind of additi¨ e periodic-
ity, that is, the functions
f : N ª Z: j ¬ g i , j y j i g N 10 .  .  .i 0 0
eventually become periodic, at least for small values of i. So one may guess
that this also holds for rows with larger index i.
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 .DEFINITION 1. A sequence a of integers is called additi¨ elyj jg N0
periodic if and only if
'p g N 'q g N ; j g N : a s a q p.10 q jqp j
 .The uniquely determined ! smallest numbers p, q g N for which this
 .holds are called the period length and the preperiod length of a .j jg N0
Remark 2. Note that this is a special case of arithmetic periodicity: A
function f : N ª R is called arithmetically periodic if and only if0
'p g N 'q g N 'c g R ; j g N : f j q p s f j q c. .  .0 q
Clearly, periodicity and additive periodicity are both special cases of
arithmetic periodicity.
As mentioned just above, it is easy to see by examining the first few
  ..cases directly by hand that, for small values of i, the sequences g i, j jg N0
are indeed additively periodic; yet, as the row index i increases, the effort
appears to increase exponentially. Therefore, our principal aim is to prove
by other, more abstract means that, quite generally, all rows of the matrix
  .. g i, j considered as sequences and henceforth simply called thei, jg N0
.Sprague]Grundy rows of Wythoff's Game are additively periodic. Conse-
quently, we will first introduce some abstract concepts motivated by
characteristics of that matrix which will also help to clarify the ideas on
which our proof is based, and we will establish some rather general facts
regarding these concepts in Section 2 and Section 3. In Section 4, we apply
these results to the Sprague]Grundy function of a rather large class of
games, and furthermore, extract the utmost of our theorems to get upper
bounds for the period length and the preperiod length. Finally, in Section
5, we come back to Wythoff's Game and mention some special aspects
regarding its specific properties.
The present paper grew out of Norbert Pink's diploma and doctoral
w xtheses 7, 8 . After discovering the additive periodicity of the Sprague]
Grundy rows of Wythoff's Game and establishing this result as a particular
consequence of a rather general and widely applicable recursive principle
 . cf. Remark 5 below , Pink published his results including an algorithm
. w xfor computing preperiod and period lengths first in his diploma thesis 7
w xand subsequently in his doctoral thesis 8 . This discovery was quite a
spectacular surprise because the peculiar property of the Sprague]Grundy
rows of Wythoff's Game is well concealed by the apparently chaotic
behavior of the ``early'' entries of that matrix, and so had been overlooked
so far.
1 Throughout this article, we will need again and again subsets of N which are bounded by0
some fixed k g N from below. Therefore, we use the standard notation N [ n g N N n0 k 0
4G k .
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While trying to understand Pink's results and to simplify the original,
rather complicated recursive proof of his main theorem, the other two
authors of the present paper came up with a considerably shorter and
more transparent proof which, upon polishing, led to the conceptual
framework and the results presented here. In addition, exploring the
period lengths for the standard Wythoff Game as well as for some of its
natural variants and generalizations, it turned out that these were exclu-
 .sively products of a generally monotonously increasing power of two and
 .a seemingly bounded or much less plainly increasing power of three, thus
supporting an obvious new conjecture which, unfortunately, appears to be
far beyond the pigeon-hole methods employed in the present paper.
2. WYTHOFF SEQUENCES
In this section, we consider sequences
a [ a 11 .  .j jgN0
of maps
a : P N ª N j g N 12 .  .  .j f in 0 0 0
 .from the set P N of finite subsets X ; N , and we associate to anyf in 0 0
 .such sequence a the sequence a s a of integers defined inductivelyÃ Ãj jg N0
by
jy1
; j g N : a [ a a starting with a [ a B , of course . 4  . .Ã Ã ÃD0 j j i 0 0 /
is0
13 .
We will use such sequences of mappings a and the related sequences aÃj
to study certain aspects of the Sprague]Grundy function of Wythoff's
Game. To this end, we consider the following three assertions relating to
such a sequence a:
; j g N ;X g P N : a X f X, A0 .  .  .0 f in 0 j
'C g N ; j g N ;X g P N : a X F aX q C , A1 .  .  .0 0 f in 0 j
and
'C g N ;m g N : aJ F C , A2 .0 0 m , a
with
J [ j g N 'X g P N : m f X and a X ) m . 14 .  .  . 5m , a 0 f in 0 j
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 .In other words, given any m g N , A2 asserts not only that the implica-0
tion
m f X « a X F m 15 .  .j
holds for almost all j g N , but also that the number of exceptions is0
bounded from above by some C, independently of m.
 .For later reference, given a sequence a of maps a as in 12 , we putj
C s C a [ C g N ; j g N ;X g P N : .  . 0 0 f in 0
aa X F aX q C 16 .  .5j
and
C s C a [ C g N ;m g N : aJ F C . 17 4 .  .0 0 m , a
Clearly, C g C implies
; j g N : a F j q C 18 .Ã0 j
or, equivalently,
C9 s C9 a [ sup a y j j g N F C. 19 .  .Ã 5j 0
Also, for further reference, we put
jy1
; j g N : A s A a [ a 20 4 .  .ÃD0 j j i
is0
so that
; j g N : a A s a . 21 .Ã .0 j j j
 .Note that if all maps a coincide, the sequence a will satisfy A2 if andj
 .only if J is empty for all m g N ; so, there is no Y g P N andm , a 0 f in 0
 .m g N _ Y with a Y ) m for one or, equivalently, all j g N , which in0 j 0
turn implies
; j g N ;X g P N : a X F min N _ X. 22 .  .  .0 f in 0 j 0
Hence, there is only one constant sequence of maps which simultaneously
 .  .  .satisfies A0 and A2 , which is the sequence v [ a s mex wherej jg N0
 .the map mex: P N ª N is defined as usual byf in 0 0
;X g P N : mex X [ min N _ X. 23 .  .f in 0 0
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 .Note that this map has already been used implicitly in 3 above to define a
 .Sprague]Grundy function g for a directed graph G s V, E by requiring
that
g ¨ s mex g w w g s ¨ 24 .  .  .  . 4G
must hold for every ¨ g V.
 .Note also that the sequence v satisfies A1 , too, and that, more
 .  .precisely, C v s C v s N holds.0
Our first observation is the following lemma:
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Gi¨ en a sequence a as in 11 which satisfies A0 and A2 ,
 .and some C g C a , one has
; j g N : m g N m F j y C : A s A a . 4  .0 0 jq1 jq1
Especially, we ha¨e
; j g N : j y C F a . 25 .Ã0 j
Proof. Assume there exist some j g N and some m g N _ A with0 0 jq1
m F j y C. 26 .
Then, we have
Ç 4  4  40, 1, . . . , j s k g 0, 1, . . . , j a - m j k g 0, 1, . . . , j a ) m 4  4Ã Ãk k
27 .
and, in view of
 4k g 0, 1, . . . , j a s a A ) m : J 28 .  . 4Ãk k k m , a
and aJ F C, alsom , a
 4a k g 0, 1, . . . , j a - m G j q 1 y C ) m , 29 . 4Ãk
in contradiction to the injectivity of the mapping
 4  4k g 0, 1, . . . , j a - m ª 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 : k ¬ a 30 . 4Ã Ãk k
 .which follows from A0 . Finally, for each j g N ,0
m g N m F j y 1 y C : A 31 4  .0 j
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implies
j y 1 y C - a or, equivalently, j y C F a . 32 .Ã Ãj j
We will combine Lemma 1 later on with the following, perfectly trivial
observation.
 .LEMMA 2. Gi¨ en a sequence m of natural numbers and twoj jg N0Ä Ä  4constants C, C g N with m y j F C and 0, 1, . . . , j y C :0 jÄ Ä 4m , m , . . . , m for all j g N , we ha¨e0 1 j 0
 4; jgN : m , m , . . . , m s 0, 1, . . . , j y C y 1 40 0 1 jy1 Ä
Äj m j y C y C F i - j . 33 . 5i Ä
ÄProof. Indeed, 0 F i - j and m G j y C implies i G m y C G j yi iÄÄC y C.
Ä
 .Next, for all p g N and X g P N , we put0 f in 0
X q p [ x q p x g X 34 4  .
and
q  4X j p [ 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 j X q p . 35 .  .
Note that, for all p , p g N and for all X, Y : N , we have1 2 0 0
q q qX j p j p s X j p q p .  .1 2 1 2
and
q qX j p j Y q p s X j Y j p . 36 .  .  .  .1 1 1
Let us now state the following.
 .DEFINITION 2. A sequence a of mappings from P N into N isf in 0 0
called additi¨ ely periodic if
'p g N 'q g N ; j g N ;X g P N : .0 q f in 0
qa X j p s a X q p A3 .  .  .jqp j
holds, while it is called a Wythoff sequence if it satisfies in addition the
 .  .  .conditions A0 , A1 , and A2 .
Note that the constant sequence v considered already above is also
additively periodic and, hence, a Wythoff sequence. Actually, it is some-
thing like the paradigmatic Wythoff sequence.
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Our first main result now is the following theorem:
THEOREM 1. If the sequence a is a Wythoff sequence, then the associated
 .  .sequence a determined by 13 is additi¨ ely periodic.Ãj jg N0
Proof. By assumption, there exist numbers p g N and q9 g N with0
q; j g N ;X g P N : a X j p s a X q p. 37 .  .  .  .q9 f in 0 jqp j
Note first that it is sufficient to establish
q'k g N 'q g N : A s A j kp, 38 .q9 qqk p q
because this implies
qa s a A j kp s ??? s a A q kp s a q kp, 39 .Ã Ã .  .qqk p qqk p q q q q
as well as
A s A j a 4Ãqq1qk p qqk p qqk p
qs A j kp j a q kp 4Ã .q q
q qs A j a j kp s A j kp, 40 . 4Ã .q q qq1
qso, by induction, A s A j kp as well as a s a q kp must holdÃ Ãjqk p j jqk p j
for all j g N .q
The existence of the proposed numbers k and q can now be deduced
 .from Lemma 1 and 19 , because}with C g C}these imply
q; j G C 'T : i g N i F C q C9 y 1 : A s T j j y C . 41 . . 4j 0 j j
 4Therefore, for any j G C and hence, in particular, for j [ max q9, C ,
there exist k , k g N with T s T and k - k ; more precisely,1 2 0 jqk p jqk p 1 21 2
C9 q Caccording to the pigeon-hole principle, we can find k so that k F2 2  /C
holds in view of aA s j and, hence,j
aT s a A y m g N m - j y C s aA y j y C s C. 42 4  . . .j j 0 j
So, for q [ j q k p and k [ k y k , we have indeed1 2 1
qA s A s T j j q k p y C .qqk p jqk p jqk p 22 2
qs T j j q k p y C q kp .jqk p 11
q q qs T j q y C j kp s A j kp. 43 . . .q q
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Remark 3. Note that the above considerations establish not only that
 .the sequence a is additively periodic; the first part of our proofÃj jg N0
establishes the following, much more precise result: Assume p g N andÄ
q g N ; then, provided we haveÄ 0
qA s A j p 44 .Äqqp qÄ Ä Ä
as well as
qa X j p s a X q p 45 .  .  .Ä Äjqp jÄ
 .for all X g P N and all j g N , the above arguments imply immedi-f in 0 qÄ
ately that
a s a q p 46 .Ã Ã Äjqp jÄ
must also hold for all j g N .qÄ
To find such p and q for an explicitly given sequence a, assume C g CÄ Ä
Ä Ä  .. and assume that cf. 19 we have found some C with C9 F C F C as we
will see in Section 4, it is sometimes possible to actually compute C9
.without prior explicit knowledge of the sequence a . Assume furthermoreÃ
 .that we already know numbers q and p so that 45 holds for allÄ Ä
Ä .  4j g N and that 46 holds for all j g q, q q 1, . . . , q q C q C y 1Ä Ä ÄÄqqCqCÄ
 .s N R N . Then we can conclude that 46 holds for all j g NÄ Äq qqCqC qqCqCÄ Ä Ä
and hence for all j g N : indeed, in view of the above arguments, all weqÄ
qneed to show is that A s A j p must hold in this case. ButÄÄ ÄqqCqCqp qqCqCÄ Ä Ä
this follows easily from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, which imply
A ÄqqCqCqpÄ Ä
Ä Äs 0, 1, . . . , q q C q p y 1 j a q q p F i - q q C q C q p 4Ä Ä Ã Ä Ä Ä Ä 5i
Ä Äqs 0, 1, . . . , q q C y 1 j p j a q p q F i - q q C q C 4Ä Ä Ã Ä Ä Ä 5 . i
qs A j p. 47 .ÄÄqqCqCÄ
 .Note that this observation provides a comparatively fast algorithm for
actually computing explicitly the preperiod length and the period length of
 w xSprague]Grundy rows see Section 5 below and 4 for further details and
.results .
Remark 4. It follows also from the above proof that, using the nota-
tions introduced in the proof of Theorem 1, the preperiod length of the
C q C 9 .  4sequence a is bounded from above by max q9, C q y 1 pÃ  /j jg N C /0
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C q C 4 and hence by max q9, C q y 1 p, its period length as well as the /C /
.lowest common multiple of its period length and p is bounded from above
C q C 9 C q Cby p and hence by p, and the sum of both is bounded from /  /C C
C q C 9 4above by max q9, C q p. /C
3. WYTHOFF SEQUENCES FROM
WYTHOFF SEQUENCES
 .  .Now, given a sequence a as in 11 and a sequence Y of finitej jg N0
 .  .subsets Y g P N , we can form the sequence b s b whosej f in 0 j jg N0
components b s b are defined byj a , Yj j
b s b : P N ª N : X ¬ a Y j X j g N . 48 .  .  . .j a , Y f in 0 0 j j 0j j
 .Clearly, any b satisfies the condition A0 whenever a does. Moreover,j j
 .  .the sequence b satisfies conditions A1 or A2 whenever the sequence a
 .does and the sequence Y satisfies the conditionsj jg N0
'D g N ; j g N : aY F D A19 .0 0 j
or
'D g N ;m g N : a j g N m g Y F D , A29 . 40 0 0 j
 .respectively. Indeed, C g C a and aY F D for all j g N immediatelyj 0
 .  .  < 4implies C q D g C b , and C g C a and a j g N m g Y F D im-0 j
 .  < 4plies C q D g C b , the latter in view of J : J j j g N m g Y ,m , b m , a 0 j
which holds because of
;X g P N ; j g N ;m g N R X: .f in 0 0 0
b X ) m m a X j Y ) m .  .j j j
« a X j Y ) m and m f X j Y or m g Y . . .j j j j
49 .
 .DEFINITION 3. A sequence Y of finite subsets of N is calledj jg N 00
additi¨ ley periodic if
'p g N 'q g N ; j g N : Y s Y q p.0 q jqp j
Using this notation, we can now state our second main result.
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 .THEOREM 2. Gi¨ en a Wythoff sequence a s a and an additi¨ elyj jg N0
 .periodic sequence Y of finite subsets of N , the resulting sequencej jg N 00
 .  .b s b [ b defined by 48 is also a Wythoff sequence.j a , Y jg Nj j 0
 .Proof. We first show that any additively periodic sequence Yj jg N0
 .of finite subsets of N necessarily also satisfies the conditions A190
 .and A29 .
So assume that q g N and p g N with0
; j g N : Y s Y q p 50 .q jqp j
are given. As this implies
; j g N : aY s aY , 51 .q jqp j
we clearly have
aY F max aY , aY , . . . , aY 52 4  .j 0 1 qqpy1
 .for all j g N ; so A19 holds.0
Next, put
pqqy1
M [ max Y , 53 .D j
js0
and note that this implies
; j g N ;m g Y : j y p q q y 1 F m F j q M , 54 .  .0 j
as this holds trivially for all j F p q q y 1, and it holds by induction for
each j G p q q in view of
;m g N ; j G p q q : m g Y m m y p g Y . 55 .0 j jyp
 .So, m g Y for some m, j g N implies j y p q q y 1 F m F j q M,j 0
that is
m y M F j F m q p q q y 1 , 56 .  .
 < 4and therefore a j g N m g Y F M q p q q. Hence, the condition0 j
 .  .  .A0 , A1 , and A2 all hold for the sequence b.
q .  .Finally, if we choose p9 g N and q9 g N with a X j p9 s a X q0 jqp9 j
 4p9 for all j g N , then}putting q0 [ max q, q9 and p0 [ p ? p9}weq9
 .get for all X g P N and all j g Nf in 0 q0
q qb X j p0 s a X j p0 j Y .  . .jqp0 jqp0 jqp0
qs a X j p0 j Y q p0 .  . .jqp0 j
qs a X j Y j p0 . .jqp0 j
s a X j Y q p0 s b X q p0 . 57 .  . .j j j
So, b is indeed a Wythoff sequence.
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Remark 5. It follows in particular that, given an additively periodic
 .sequence Y of finite subsets of N , the uniquely determined se-j jg N 00
 .quence m defined recursively byj jg N0
m [ mex Y j m i - j 58 4  .j j i
is additively periodic. It is worth noting that it was exactly this simple, yet
by no means obvious, statement which Pink derived as his main result in
w x7, 8 and that it is this statement which relates immediately to Sprague]
Grundy functions: indeed, given
 .  .i a directed graph G s V, E ,
 . ii an associated Sprague]Grundy function g taking its values, if
.necessary, in any well-ordered set V containing N , and0
 .iii a map w : N ª V: j ¬ ¨ with0 j
g s ¨ s g ¨ i - j j Y for all j g N , .  . 4 .G j i j 0
 .then g ¨ s m must hold for all j g N ; so, as noted by N. Pink alreadyj j 0
  ..in his diploma thesis, the resulting sequence g ¨ of Sprague]j jg N0
Grundy values must be additively periodic.
Remark 6. For later use, we note that for any finite family of integer-
 k . valued, additively periodic sequences s , k g K with K some finitej jg N0
.index set , any sequence Y , Y , . . . of finite subsets of N with0 1 0
k'q g N ; j g N : Y s N l s k g K 59 . 40 q j 0 j
is additively periodic.
In addition, we have aY F aK for all j g N . And we have alsoj q
 < 4a j g N m g Y F aK for all m g N provided that, for all k g Kq j 0
and all j, j9 g N , we have sk s sk if and only if j s j9 and, hence,q j j9
 < k4a j g N m s s F 1 for every m g N , as this impliesq j 0
ka j g N m g Y s a j g N 'k g K : m s s 4  4q j q j
ks a j g N m s s 4D q j
kgK
kF a j g N m s s 4 q j
kgK
F 1 s aK . 60 .
kgK
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4. A LARGE CLASS OF NIM GAMES
WITH AN ADDITIVELY PERIODIC
SPRAGUE]GRUNDY FUNCTION
We begin with the following definition:
q  .DEFINITION 4. For any s -finite graph G s V, E and any map T :
 .  .E ª P Z from the set E of edges of G into the set P Z of finitef in f in
subsets of the set Z of integers, we define a directed graph G9 s V 9, E9 :
.V 9 = V 9 to be a T-extension of G if the following five assertions hold:
 .i V 9 s V = N ,0
 .  .  ..  .ii ;¨ , w g V ; j, h g N : ¨ , j , w, h g E9 « ¨ s w or ¨ , w0
g E,
 .  .  ..iii ;¨ g V ; j, h g N : ¨ , j , ¨ , h g E9 m j ) h,0
 .  .  <  .  .. 4iv ; ¨ , w g E ; j g N : a h g N ¨ , j , w, h g E9 - `,0 0
 .  .v ;¨ g V ' t g N ;e s ¨ , w g E ; j g N ;h g N :¨ 0 t 0¨
 .  ..  .¨ , j , w, h g E9 m j y h g T e .
 .Clearly, there is exactly one T-extension G9 of G for which v holds with
t s 0 for all e g E; this T-extension we will also call the strict T-extension¨
of G.
 .It is easy to see that the Wythoff graph F defined in 6 is the strict
T-extension of the sq-finite graph
F [ N , ¨ , w g N = N ¨ ) w 61 .  . 4 .1 0 0 0
for the map
 4T : ¨ , w g N = N ¨ ) w ª P Z : ¨ , w ¬ 0, ¨ y w . 62 .  .  .  . 40 0 f in
Clearly, any T-extension G9 of a sq-finite graph G is also a sq-finite
graph. Moreover, regarding its Sprague]Grundy function g : V 9 ª N ,G9 0
we have the following result which obviously implies that the rows and the
columns of Wythoff's Game are additively periodic.
q  .THEOREM 3. Gi¨ en a s -finite graph G s V, E and a map T : E ª
 .   .  ..P Z , the Sprague]Grundy sequences g j [ g ¨ , j are addi-f in ¨ G9 jg N0
ti¨ ely periodic for any T-extension G9 of G and e¨ery ¨ g V.
q . q .Proof. We use induction with respect to as ¨ . If as ¨ s 0, there
 .  .exists no w g V with ¨ , w g E, so we have g ¨ , j s j for all j g N .G9 0
q . q . q .  .If as ¨ ) 0, we have as w - as ¨ for all w g s ¨ as well as
g j s mex g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g j y 1 j Y , 63 4 .  .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ j
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with
Y [ g h h g N and ¨ , j , w , h g E9 64 .  .  .  . 4 .Dj w 0
 .wgs ¨
for all j g N , so for the finite set0
K s K ¨ [ w , r e [ ¨ , w g E and r g T e 65 4 .  .  .  .  .
and any j G t , we have¨
w , r .Y s Y ¨ s N l s w , r g K 66 .  .  . 5j j 0 j
 w , r ..for the family of sequences s defined byj w , r .g K
g j y r if j G r , .ww , r .s [ 67 .j  y1 if j - r ,
all of which sequences are additively periodic in view of our induction
hypothesis.
 .Hence, the sequence Y is additively periodic, too, which implies,j jg N0
 .by Theorem 2, that the sequence a s a defined byj jg N0
a s a¨ . [ b : P N ª N : X ¬ mex X j Y 68 .  .j j mex, Y f in 0 0 jj
is a Wythoff sequence, which in turn implies, by Theorem 1, that the
  ..sequence g j is additively periodic in view of¨ jg N0
; j g N : g j s a¨ . g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g j y 1 . 69 4 .  .  .  .  . .0 ¨ j ¨ ¨ ¨
COROLLARY. Each Sprague]Grundy row of Wythoff 's Game is additi¨ ely
periodic.
Next, we want to derive upper bounds for the preperiod and the period
  .  ..length q and p of the sequences g j [ g ¨ , j defined by¨ ¨ ¨ G9 jg N0q  .the strict T-extension G9 of some s -finite graph G s V, E relative to
 .some map T from E into P Z . From the previous two sections, wef in
 .  .   ..  .recall that}with K s K ¨ , Y s Y ¨ and a sj jg N j jg N j jg N0 0 0
 ¨ ..  .  .  .a defined as in 65 , 66 , and 68 , respectively}we havej jg N0
a X s mex X j Y F aX q aY F aX q aK s aX q k , 70 .  .j j j
with
k s k ¨ [ aK s aT e , 71 .  .  .
 .egE ¨
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 .  .where the sum is taken over the set E ¨ of all edges e s ¨ , w in E
which start in ¨. In addition, for all m g N , we have0
a j g N 'X g P N : m f X and a X ) m .  . 50 f in 0 j
F a j g N m g Y F aK s k 72 . 40 j
 w , r ..as no sequence s contains any element twice.j jg N0
 .  w , r ..Moreover, for every w, r g K, the sequence s has preperiodj jg N0
 4length max 0, q q r and period length p . So, forw w
q9 [ max 0, max q q r w , r g K . 4 4w
and
p [ lcm r w g s ¨ , . 4w
we have
q; j g N ;X g P N : a X j p s a X q p. 73 .  .  .  .q9 f in 0 jqp j
Hence, we have
C9 ¨ [ sup g j y j j g N F aK s k ¨ , 74 .  .  .  . 4¨ 0
k ¨ q C9 ¨ .  .
q F max q9, k ¨ q y 1 p 4 .¨  / /k ¨ .
2k ¨ .
F max q9, k ¨ q y 1 p , 75 4 .  . / /k ¨ .
and
2k ¨ .k ¨ q C9 ¨ .  . 4p F lcm p , p F p F p. 76 .¨ ¨  / / k ¨ .k ¨ .
Clearly, associating any number p g N to every ¨ g V and then putting¨
 4lcm p w g ¨ j s ¨ . 4w
f [ with lcm B [ 1 77 .  .¨ lcm p w g s ¨ . 4w
< qimplies p f  f for every ¨ g V in view of the fact that, by¨ ¨ w g s ¨ . w
definition, we have
<  4p lcm p w g ¨ j s ¨ s f lcm p w g s ¨ , 78 .  .  . 4  4¨ w ¨ w
q . < qwhile induction with respect to as ¨ implies p  f for allw ug s ¨ . u
 .  <  .4 < qw g s ¨ and, hence, lcm p w g s ¨  f . So, in our particu-w ug s ¨ . u
lar case, we must have
2k w .k w q C9 w .  .
p F F 79 . ¨  / /q q k w .k w . 4  .  4  .wg ¨ js ¨ wg ¨ js ¨
 .for every ¨ g V in view of 76 .
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We may also use recursion to derive an additional, recursively defined
 .upper bound for C9 ¨ . To this end, let j g N be the smallest number so0
 .  .that g j y j s C9 ¨ holds and note that, for this number j, the formula¨
 .mex X F 1 q max X with max B [ y1 implies
 4C9 ¨ s g j y j F 1 q max max g h h g 0, 1, . . . , j y 1 , .  .  . 4¨ ¨
max g j y r w , r g K , r F j y j .  . 4 4w
 4F 1 q max max C9 ¨ q h y 1 y j h g 0, 1, . . . , j y 1 , . 4
max C9 w y r w , r g K , r F j 80 .  .  . 4 4
and, hence,
C9 ¨ F 1 q max C9 w y min T e w g s ¨ , .  .  .  .
e s ¨ , w , min T e F C9 w . 81 .  .  .  .4
Consequently, defining the map D: V ª N recursively by0
D ¨ [ min k ¨ , 1 q max D w y min T e .  .  .  .
w g s ¨ , e s ¨ , w , min T e F D w 824 4 .  .  .  .  .
leads to the inequality
C9 ¨ F D ¨ , 83 .  .  .
 .which in case of Wythoff's Game easily implies C9 i F i and, hence,
 .  .C9 i s i in view of g i, 0 s i, for all i g V s N .F 01
5. EXPLICIT RESULTS FOR WYTHOFF'S GAME
For Wythoff's Game, these considerations yield
2  .i qiqO log ii 33h ’p i F p i [ s 3 84 .  .  .  /  /2h 2hs0
 .for the period length p i of the ith Sprague]Grundy row.
To get a feeling for how far these bounds are actually off the target,
 .  .have a look at the exact period length p i , preperiod length q i , and the
 .   . < 4  . numbers C0 i [ max g i, j y j j g N and C0 i [ max j yq i.
 . < 4g i, j j g N of the Sprague]Grundy rows of Wythoff's Game asq i.
  .reported in Table 2 below note that the above arguments yield C0 i F
 .  .  .   . < 4C9 i F i and C0 i F C9 i [ max j y g i, j j g N F 2 i.0
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TABLE 2
 4  .  .  .  .i a i p ' p i q ' q i C0 i C0 i¨ ¨
0 1 1 0 0 0
1]2 2 3 0 2, 1 1, 2
3 1 6 8 4 3
4 1 12 9 5 3
5 1 24 27 7 3
6 1 12 37 8 4
7 ]10 4 24 92, 102, 127, 224 10 . . . 12 5 . . . 8
11]12 2 48 227, 347 13, 16 8
13]15 3 96 382, 613, 693 y16 . . . 18 9 . . . 11
16]17 2 192 771, 865 19, 21 11, 12
18]20 3 384 919, 1032, 1165 22 . . . 25 13 . . . 14
21]43 23 768 1252 . . . 13849 25 . . . 50 15 . . . 26
44]67 24 1536 14190 . . . 51898 51 . . . 77 27 . . . 41
68]70 3 3072 53873 . . . 58059 78 . . . 80 41 . . . 42
71]90 20 6144 60650 . . . 126851 81 . . . 103 43 . . . 55
91]108 18 12288 130426 . . . 193384 104 . . . 122 55 . . . 64
109]192 84 24576 198533 . . . 1147416 123 . . . 216 65 . . . 112
193]217 25 49152 1158386 . . . 1614367 217 . . . 244 112 . . . 126
218]260 43 98304 1655374 . . . 2633702 246 . . . 292 127 . . . 150
261] G 12 196608 2642856 . . . 294 . . . 151 . . .
For an explanation of the symbols used in this table, see the text above.
Obviously, the period length of the rows increases much more slowly
 .than our estimate 84 . Except for i s 0 and i s 5, it either doubles or
  ..stays constant from one row to the next row of the matrix g i, j i, jg N0
 .  .  .for all i F 272. So, for instance, we find p 10 s 24, and p 11 s p 12 s
39 .48, while the corresponding values of p i are approximately 1.26 ? 10 ,
2.44 ? 1047, and 3.05 ? 1056, respectively.
Remark 7. In his diploma thesis, S. Heber improved the upper bounds
27 32 .p i considerably, still yielding bounds of 1.13 ? 10 , 3.62 ? 10 , and 2.89 ?
38  .  .  .  w x.10 for p 10 , p 11 , and p 12 , respectively cf. 6 .
 .  .The nearly linear growth of C0 i and C0 i gives rise to the conjectures
C0 i f 1.12 i q 2.04 q O 1 , .  .
C0 i f 0.56 i q 3.24 q O 1 for i G 16 .  . 85 .
1 1
and lim C0 i s 2 lim C0 i f 1.119. .  .
i iiª` iª`
 .The millions of values g i, j for Wythoff's Game needed for Table 2
have been computed by an algorithm which is based on the fact that we
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can reduce the number of possible values for the period and preperiod
length of the ith row if we already know these lengths for the previous
rows.
 w x.  .  .THEOREM 4 cf. 4, 7, 8 . For k g N , let p k and q k denote the0
period length and the preperiod length of the kth Sprague]Grundy row of
 .Wythoff 's Game, respecti¨ ely, and assume i, q g N and p g N. Then p i0
 .di¨ ides p and q i F q holds, pro¨ided p and q satisfy the following three
conditions:
 .  4i q G i q max q k y k k - i , .
 .  .ii p k is a di¨ isor of p for all k - i,
 .  .  . iii g i, j q p s g i, j q p holds for all j g q, q q 1, . . . , q q
43i y 1 .
ÄThis follows immediately from Remark 3 with C [ 2 i, C [ C9 s i,
 .q [ q, and p [ p. It is remarkable that, for 2 F k - i F 272, we have iÄ Ä
 .  .  .  . <  .q k y k F q i y i except for k s 31 and i s 32 and ii p k p i except
for k s 5 and i s 6.
Clearly, for any k g N, one may also consider the generalized Wythoff
Game defined by the directed graph
F s V , E .k k k
kk k k  4[ N , I , I9 g N = N 'n g N ' « , « , . . . , « g 0, 1 : .  .0 0 0 1 2 k
0 / I y I9 s n« , n« , . . . , n« . 864 .  ..1 2 k
Here, we are given a collection of k heaps of pebbles and, at each move, a
nonempty subcollection of these heaps is to be selected from which the
same number n of pebbles is to be removed. Obviously, for k g N, F iskq1
 .the strict T-extension of F relative to the map T : E ª P Zk k ky1 f in
  ..  4I, I y n« , n« , . . . , n« ¬ 0, n , so}by symmetry}its Sprague]1 2 k
 .Grundy function g I must be additively periodic relative to each compo-k
 .  4nent i of its arguments I s i , i , . . . , i for all h g 1, 2, . . . , k . For theh 1 2 k
 .generalized Wythoff Game, 74 yields the estimate
y2 min i k g A F g I y i F i , 4  . k k k k
B/A:K 9 kgK 9
 4with K 9 s 1, 2, . . . , k y 1 , 87 .
 w x.cf. 4 .
  .  ..  .So one can substitute the term 3i s C9 i q C9 i in Condition iii of
Theorem 4 by the difference of the right-hand side and the left-hand side
 .of 87 , to get an improved algorithm for computing the period length and
preperiod length of the generalized Wythoff Game.
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TABLE 3
  ..Period Lengths of g i , i , j for all 0 F i , i F 123 1 2 j g N 1 20
i : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ???2
i1
1 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 40 1 3 3 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 3 ? 2 ???
2 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 41 3 9 9 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 42 3 9 9 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 53 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 54 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 55 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 56 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 57 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
8 3 ?2 3 9 ?2 4 9 ?2 4 9 ? 2 4 9 ? 2 4 9 ? 2 4 9 ? 2 4 9 ? 2 4 9 ? 2 4 9 ? 2 6 9 ? 2 6 9 ? 2 6 9 ? 2 6 ???
3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 69 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 610 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 611 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
4 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 612 3 ?2 9 ?2 9 ?2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 9 ? 2 ???
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 3 gives the factorized period length of the sequence
  ..g i , i , j for 0 F i , i F 12.3 1 2 jg N 1 20
The numerical evidence suggests that for F and F the period lengths2 3
a b always have the form 2 ? 3 with a g N and b s 2 y d y d where0 i , 0 i , 01 2
.d denotes the Kronecker-delta function, of course . It seems to be quite a
challenge to establish this in general or, even better, to derive a general
formula for these numbers.
Remark 8. Instead of a nonempty subcollection of heaps to be selected,
one could choose other generalizations like either one or all or at most two,
but the one chosen here seems to be the most natural one. For an odd
number of heaps, the variant of Wythoff's Game where the players are
allowed only to choose either from one or all heaps at each move, is
w xtreated by S. Heber in his diploma thesis 6 .
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